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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Nirala Sweets And from Scarborough. Currently, there
are 13 menus and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can

also contact them through their website. What User likes about Nirala Sweets And:
Definitely one of the best Pakistani restaurant this side of the town. They have recently did a major renovation

and changed the whole outlook of the restaurant, good thing food is still SUPERB. Two brothers run it and I think
that's the key to good food, prompt service and friendly atmosphere. There Nehari is our family favorite, dall is

another must try, sesame butter Nan is also highly recommended. Ooh suji ka hal... read more. What Naz Asad
doesn't like about Nirala Sweets And:

I visited for dinner. The prices were ridiculously heigh. one Naan $4. They put 500 ml water bottle without asking
$1.99 Each. I ordered bihari kebob and they made us fool by giving PASANDEY . Meat was not fully cooked and
We kept on struggling to eat it. It was horrible experience and will never go again. read more. Nirala Sweets And

in Scarborough offers freshly prepared delectable dishes with traditional Indian spices and sides like rice or
naan, With the catering service from Nirala Sweets And in Scarborough, the meals can be enjoyed at home or at

the festival.
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Lam� & Hähnche�
KORMA

So� drink�
MANGO LASSI

Indisch� Getränk�
SWEET LASSI

Turkis� specialtie�
KEBAB

Ho� drink�
TEA

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

No� alcoholi� drink�
LASSI

BOTTLED WATER

India�
NAAN

BIRYANI

Sid� dishe�
NAN

PICKLES

PURI

Ingredient� Use�
MANGO

MILK

GINGER

BUTTER
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Opening Hours:
Monday 16:00 -22:00
Tuesday 12:00 -22:00
Wednesday 12:00 -22:00
Thursday 12:00 -22:00
Friday 12:00 -22:00
Saturday 11:00 -22:00
Sunday 11:00 -22:00
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